Mechanism of fluid transport across corneal endothelium and other epithelial layers: a possible explanation based on cyclic cell volume regulatory changes
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Maintenance of normal corneal transparency and the possible loss of it in disease continue to be relevant clinical issues. The possibility of control of corneal hydration (hence transparency) by the active intervention of the corneal limiting layers was raised for the first time in an article in the *BJO* in 1949.1 Thanks to the discovery of endothelial fluid transport by Maurice2 and the contributions of, among others, Mishima,3 Dickstein,4 Fischbarg,5 Hodson,6 Green,7 Edelhauser,8 Wiederholt,9 Riley,10 Bonanno,11 and their colleagues, it is clear that the corneal endothelium dehydrates the cornea and contributes to the maintenance of its transparency.

Such understanding and the fact that endothelial cells do not divide in humans has led to substantial advances in the way the endothelial layer is treated during surgery or is preserved before transplantation. Still, endothelial loss of function or decompensation continues to be a clinical problem which raises the question of whether what has been gained in recent basic knowledge can now be put to renewed clinical or therapeutic use. In this context, after nearly five decades since the modern chapter of endothelial function began, it seems fitting to ask once more how this layer might function.

Fluid transport in general and in the corneal endothelium

The endothelium is but one example of many fluid transporting epithelial layers in the rest of the eye, the human body, and nature in general. Aside from discharging crucial functions, there is another peculiarity these layers share—it is not known how they transport fluid. A seminal observation was made by Curran and Solomon12 that translayer functions, there is another peculiarity these layers share—it is not known how they transport fluid. A seminal observation was made by Curran and Solomon12 that translayer fluid transport by Maurice2 and the contributions of, among others, Mishima,3 Dickstein,4 Fischbarg,5 Hodson,6 Green,7 Edelhauser,8 Wiederholt,9 Riley,10 Bonanno,11 and their colleagues, it is clear that the corneal endothelium dehydrates the cornea and contributes to the maintenance of its transparency.

Such understanding and the fact that endothelial cells do not divide in humans has led to substantial advances in the way the endothelial layer is treated during surgery or is preserved before transplantation. Still, endothelial loss of function or decompensation continues to be a clinical problem which raises the question of whether what has been gained in recent basic knowledge can now be put to renewed clinical or therapeutic use. In this context, after nearly five decades since the modern chapter of endothelial function began, it seems fitting to ask once more how this layer might function.

Model of pulsatile fluid transport

The requirements of a model of pulsatile fluid transport are: (1) clock or cell volume dependent trigger; (2) pattern of polarisation; and (3) water channels. We hypothesise that transendothelial fluid transport is pulsatile, and is based on cyclic, sequential transient activation of two different sets of osmolyte (ion and solute) transporters and/or channels triggered by changes in cell volume. One set of transporters/channels would serve for cell gain of osmolyte and fluid, and would be the same set the cell utilises during a regulatory volume increase response (RVI set); conversely, the second set of transporters/channels would serve for cell loss of osmolyte and fluid, and would be the same set the cell utilises during a regulatory volume decrease response (RVD set). For instance, it has been noted that in non-pigmented epithelial cells, basal K+ and Cl- channels are likely to be connected with formation of aqueous humour, and K+ and Cl- channels are presumed critical for RVD.22 The current proposal builds on a number of pre-existing observations such as the one above, and places them in a novel framework. Sets of transporters and channels that get separately activated during RVI and RVD (RV sets) are common to most cells; what would distinguish transporting epithilia is that in them these sets would be separatedly located, one on the basolateral and the other one in the apical cell membranes. Epithelial cells are known to be polarised; for pulsatile fluid transport to work, they would be polarised with the RVI set on one side of the cell, and the RVD set on the other side. As an obvious corollary, in secretory epithelia the RVI set would be basolateral and the RVD set
apical, while absorptive epithelia would have the RVI set apical and the RVD set basolateral.

**ACTIVATION**

Although cells may have the capability to undergo damped volume oscillations, to ensure continuous operation other mechanisms need to be present to keep cell volume from merely stabilising at its set point. A clock to activate the cycles periodically is a possibility; another one is to assume that the RVI and RVD sets are modulated by the cell volume. We have verified that this last hypothesis leads to a model that can exhibit a variety of dynamic behaviours, including sustained oscillations in cell volume yielding isotonic fluid transport (J Fischbarg, J A Hernandez, in preparation). In actual epithelia, activation mechanisms are presumably more complex, including perhaps a cellular or tissue clock driving separate sequential activation and deactivation of RVI and RVD related transporters.

**TRANSIENT VERSUS STEADY STATE FLOWS**

Separate sequential activation (followed by deactivation) of the separate RV sets would generate equally transient local transmembrane osmotic gradients, and transient fluid flows would enter or leave the cell driven by those gradients. This marks a difference with cell volume regulation. For the limited goal of RVI or RVD in cells in general, only steady state continuous gain (loss) of osmolytes is required as the cell adjusts its water contents eventually with no special time frame or sidedness. But the transient, cyclic, volume regulatory nature of the osmotic flows postulated here is conceptually very different from the steady state local osmosis that has been mentioned so far as an explanation for solute–solvent coupling or fluid transport. Ussing and Eskesen have presented a powerful theoretical objection showing that vectorial fluid transport based on steady state transcellular local osmosis occurring simultaneously across both the basolateral and apical membranes cannot lead to isotonic coupling owing to the viscous retardation that cell macromolecules would impart on transcellular water flow. Even without such objection, for a steady state mechanism to operate, the simultaneous entry and exit of solutes across the basolateral and apical membranes would need to be exquisitely coordinated to maintain cell volume. No mechanism of cellular control has been identified so far that could account for such a delicate balance. On the other hand, in dramatic contrast, if one simply postulates that the basolateral and apical transport systems are activated (and subsequently deactivated) in a temporal sequence by volume regulatory mechanisms, the much studied mechanisms of cell signalling inherent to volume regulation become immediately available to perform such tasks quite well, as detailed below.

**CENTRAL ROLE OF WATER CHANNELS**

So far, the cyclic activation of transporters and channels proposed above would result in alternate osmotic movements across both cell ends, and pulsatile fluid transport. Precisely how much fluid could follow the osmolytes across the membranes in a given time frame is quite another matter; models of steady state local osmosis uniformly predict transport of somewhat hypertonic fluid, whereas physiological fluids are generally secreted isotonically. The presence of water channels in the cell membranes would therefore be central for efficient osmotic coupling between solute and solvent movements, leading to isotonic transport. Since the transient gradients created would dissipate fairly quickly by diffusion, a close temporal connection between osmolyte flows and water flows would be possible only if the cell membranes would have a requisite high osmotic permeability made possible by the presence of water channels. Although a role for high membrane osmotic permeability has been historically linked with epithelial fluid transport, that notion could not be confirmed until recently. Water channels were not identified until 1992, and their distribution began to be clarified only in 1995. They turned out to be present, by and large, only in cells for which water movement was a central functional attribute. For instance, water channels were found only in those sections of the nephron permeable to water; this constitutes strong evidence for transmembrane, transcellular water movements.

**Identity of proteins in the endothelial RVI and RVD sets**

The proteins in question do not appear drastically different from those found to be involved in regulatory volume responses in other cells. RVI might involve activation of basolaterally located Cl-/HCO_{3}^{-} exchangers, Na^{+}/H^{+} exchangers, Na^{+}/K^{+}/2Cl^{-} cotransporters, Na^{+}/HCO_{3}^{-} cotransporters, and so on. RVD in turn might involve activation of apically located volume dependent K^{+} and Cl^{-} channels, or K^{+} cotransporters in those cells that express them. Additional channels and/or transporters may intervene to maintain homeostasis for intracellular Ca^{2+}, and the Na^{+}/K^{+}-ATPase would maintain the Na^{+} gradient necessary for driving the Na^{+} dependent transporters. Such postulation is illustrated in the model of Figure 1.

**Cytoskeleton and signalling: cell volume as controlling factor**

In parallel with the advances on the presence and distribution of water channels, the cytoskeleton has emerged as a highly organised network charged with maintaining cell shape and size. As such, it is capable of reacting to stimuli...
such as cell volume changes with signals that cascade through the cell and lead to corrective responses. The integrin molecular assemblies present in cell membranes constitute promising candidates for a role in the control of cell volume and fluid transport. There is evidence that they generate chemical signals if they are either brought closer or pulled apart, as would happen during cellular volume changes.

There is evidence that cell signalling is connected with fluid secretion. Cholera toxin stimulates cerebrospinal fluid production, presumably via a cAMP pathway. Similarly, cAMP, 5-hydroxytryptamine, and Ca\(^{2+}\) cyclase through a G protein; such results appear consistent with an adenosine triggered cascade leading to protein kinase A (PKA) activation. In addition, platelet activating factor, known to activate the protein kinase C (PKC) signalling pathway in other systems, inhibits endothelial fluid transport. It is also worth mentioning that a muscarinic receptor has been recently located in corneal endothelium, and that acetylcholine increases the rate of rabbit stromal deturgescence and the transendothelial electrical potential difference. These findings may be connected with the classic stimulation of fluid transport by acetylcholine via a signalling cascade in salt glands. It is worth noting that, in the steady state, the cascade presumably triggered by adenosine (PKA) stimulates fluid transport, while that which would follow platelet activating factor treatment (PKC) inhibits fluid transport. That difference might arise if each cascade activates (or deactivates) a different set of membrane proteins. Thus, sustained PKA activation might lead to increased electrolyte (NaCl, KCl) and fluid influx across the basolateral membrane and the layer, while sustained PKC activation might lead to depletion of cell electrolytes and inhibition of fluid transport.

**Oscillatory phenomena in pulsatile fluid transport: some precedents**

From the above, if the cascades are active during fluid transport, optimal efficiency would best be achieved if they acted with temporal separation, as in the cycle postulated here (Figs 2 and 3). In support of these notions, temporal changes in protein phosphorylation have been proposed to underlie cell volume regulatory phenomena. In addition, evidence has accumulated during the past few years that a variety of processes in transporting epithelial cells are oscillatory. Examples are oscillations in cell volume and cell [Ca\(^{2+}\)] or cyclic variations in ciliary epithelial cell conductance, and oscillatory changes in electrical potential difference across anterior lens. Some other observations are also in line with this picture. Fluid transport across corneal endothelium has been measured with a time resolution of some 30 seconds and a volume resolution of 3–5 nl. Interestingly, records of rate of fluid transport across in vitro animal preparations or cultured bovine corneal endothelial cells are ‘noisy’. Instead, control recordings of fluid flowing across an inanimate membrane are noticeably more stable. Such noise remains unexplained; although not, in itself, evidence for oscillations it seems consistent with them. In another case, we reported that brief osmotic challenge primed subsequent transendothelial fluid transport for as long as an hour. That observation has remained unexplained but in the current framework if, before osmotic challenge, some endothelial cells may have been inactive, the osmotic challenge may have activated them and led to enhanced fluid transport. Since endothelial cells regulate their volume in just a few minutes, for fluid transport to remain stimulated much longer a self sustained sequence of oscillatory cell signalling and volume changes offers itself as an explanation. In summary, as noted above, many elements seem in place to account for fluid transport in terms of a succession of volume regulatory events triggered alternately across the basolateral and apical membranes of a polarised endothelial cell. Such cyclic mechanism has been recently mentioned briefly as a possible explanation for fluid transport in connection with some of our own findings.

**Other results and current perspective**

The current proposal also provides a basis to explain or reinterpret other past observations. For instance, repeated and cogent reports of drag of paracellular solutes induced by solvent flow across leaky junctions of fluid transporting epithelia may be explained if periodic variations in cell volume would lead to changes in the hydrostatic pressure in the intercellular spaces and consequent fluid expulsion and/or aspiration across leaky junctions. In the present context, such paracellular movements would take place in addition to the transepithelial water movements postulated here. In another area, a report of cotransport of water and osmolytes across membrane proteins of choroid plexus epithelium presents an intriguing vision of the molecular nature of water transfers. Presumably that mechanism would not be the only one, since the presence of water channels in fluid transporting cells definitely suggests classical local osmosis.

Practically all assumptions made here can be tested. The pattern of polarisation of membrane proteins is one example, and the oscillations in the signalling cascades or in cell volume is another one. The current model (Fig 1) envisages transfer of KCl across basolateral and apical membranes as the main osmolyte driving fluid flow. If so, the net transport of HCO\(_3^-\) reported to exist across the endothelium would require an alternative explanation.
Figure 3  Schematic depiction of the temporal events postulated for a cycle of pulsatile endothelial fluid transport. Transient local osmotic gradients are denoted by the shading indicating osmolyte buildup on one side of the membrane (the concomitant depletion on the other side of the membrane is omitted). Osmolyte flux, solid arrows; water flow, broken arrows.

There may be a Na⁺-HCO₃⁻ cotransporter at the apical membrane, or the cell volume dependent apical Cl⁻ channels postulated here as part of the RVD set would also allow HCO₃⁻ efflux. Interestingly, a recent re-examination of HCO₃⁻ transport by ciliary epithelium produced evidence for net Cl⁻ but not HCO₃⁻ fluxes.¹⁰ As for the polarisation pattern, no glaring contradictions have been uncovered between current assumptions and the literature in a survey under way that we will report on elsewhere. To cite just a recent example, a volume sensitive Cl⁻ conductance in retinal pigment epithelium appears located at its basolateral membrane,¹¹ precisely where the current model would predict its placement in that absorptive epithelium.

two directions simultaneously, which is the opposite of the normal vectorial (stroma to aqueous) fluid flow.

With current knowledge, it seems exceedingly difficult to suggest a ‘magic bullet’ that would remedy the potential deficits (a) or (b). What might be somewhat more within experimental scope would be to continue current attempts to find out why these cells do not divide in humans, and set about remedying that. With luck, there may be a single gene that needs to be turned on (or off). Then again, the turn on mechanism might involve an array of genes no less complex than those leading to the expression of all the proteins involved in signalling and volume regulation. Whichever the case, more information is required, and it is hoped that these ideas may help direct future research.

Could these ideas help endothelial therapy?

Obviously understanding why the endothelial layer stops functioning might allow one to develop countermeasures. Still, if the present ideas are correct, fluid transport would not be a simple process but would rather depend on a combination of cell features including its cytoskeleton, signalling cascades, and the activation of a host of volume regulatory membrane proteins. Any of these elements might conceivably fail separately and thus give rise to compensation.

The best known reason for human endothelium to fail involves progressive loss of cells. As the surviving cells strain to cover the gaps by flattening and increasing their diameter, they reach a point at which their change in shape and volume interferes with their function. In light of the current proposal, failure to transport fluid might be due to factors such as, for example, (a) the distortion in shape might affect cytoskeletal architecture enough to interfere with (i) the triggering of the signalling cascades that contribute to volume regulation (loss of signalling), or (ii) the mechanisms of transport that send each protein to its appointed destination in a polarised cell (loss of polarisation); (b) the cells would become too thin for any osmolyte gradient to be restricted to the membrane on one side of the cell; gradients would propagate and quickly affect both membranes leading to fluid flow into or out of the cells in
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